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On Art and Investment

Share

Money continues to pour into art, and with it, stories multiply about art’s
manipulation by callow titans of finance. Speaking of the recent decade, one
pundit said not so long ago: “The conversation has turned from ‘Is art an asset
class?’ to ‘Art is an asset class,’ and then to ‘How do we take advantage of art as
an asset class?’”(1) Art funds, for example, promise to allow the non-expert to
benefit from the soaring market without having to actually know anything about
the subject, while tax-exempt “freeports”(2) swell with works purchased but
never displayed.

The specter of “art as investment” provokes the excitement that comes from
being able to pick out a clear villain: what could be a better example of the evils of
capitalism for art than the businessmen subordinating aesthetic virtue to the icy
logic of profit? In a recent essay, sharp-eyed artist and art theorist Melanie
Gilligan emphasizes that the age-old commodification of art has taken “a new
turn” because works have become terminally “financialized.” She encourages us
to see the “connections between capital’s looting of the forces of production and
art.”(3)

This kind of warning is surely healthy. But it is also important to keep it all in
perspective, and my argument here is that the fixation on the speculative side of
the art market tends to overstate the novelty of said speculation and underplay its
contradictions. A good story always helps make sense of things, but it is
important to make sure it is the right story. And to identify guiding precedents, it
is worth rewinding the tape, back to the 1980s.

Back to the Future

Critic Robert Hughes’s classic essay “On Art and Money” was written in 1984,
exactly three decades ago, amid the chest-beating market rhetoric of the Reagan
era. Adjusting for slightly different aesthetic passions, it reads as if it could have
been penned yesterday—except that Hughes fills in some important historical
perspective:

The art market we have today did not pop up overnight […] The big project
of the art market over the last 25 years has been to convince everyone that
works of art, though they don’t bear interest, offer such dramatic and
consistent capital gains along with the intangible pleasures of ownership—
what Berenson might have called “untactile values”—that they are worth
investing large sums of money in. This creation of confidence, I sometimes
think, is the cultural artifact of the last half of the twentieth century, far
more striking than any given painting or sculpture.(4)

Hughes went on to predict that it would all crash—as it indeed did—at the end of
the 1980s, taking with it the mystique of art as investment at least temporarily.
Today, as each new auction season brings tales of speculative shenanigans, its
worth remembering the extent to which we’ve been here before: the
intermingling of art and finance was a huge obsession of the media in the ’80s,
even after the stock market crash of 1987.(5) The aura was overpowering enough
to leave its mark in the era’s pop culture: “Money itself isn’t lost or made, it’s
simply transferred from one perception to another. Like magic,” the character
Gordon Gekko lectures in Oliver Stone’s 1987 film Wall Street. “That painting
cost $60,000 ten years ago. I could sell it today for $600,000.”

That amount seems quaint now, and it is possible that the more recent,
spectacular resurgence of the art market from its 1990s gloom has changed the
game in some way, and constitutes “a new turn.” But the process of conspicuous
“financialization”—if by this we mean, following Gilligan, that “when something
succeeds it does so in symbiosis with the market” (rather than based on its
aesthetic merit, presumably)—is at least a half-century old. The sense of novelty
that accompanies each new wave of speculation is something to question,(6)
since it may also be simply a side effect of the market’s own exuberance: “This
time it’s different” is the self-justification that accompanies speculative bubbles of
all kinds—and “Art Is the New Asset Class” was number three on Marc Spiegler’s
2007 list of “Five Theories on Why the Art Market Can’t Crash.”(7)
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Which brings us to the second, more important irony at play in the contemporary
critical obsession with “financialization.” Compared to the 1980s, speculation is
occurring on an undeniably new scale, and has much more sophisticated
instruments at its disposal. But the flip side of this intensification is that there
has also been a new quantity of work by mainstream economists looking seriously
at the opportunities of art as an asset. And if there is a key lesson that has come
out of this research, it is that art is not a good investment.

The recent past has certainly seen a rise in various art indexes that allow the
budding art investor to attempt to read the state of the market. These, however,
are almost comically warped, more like a Francis Picabia portrait than the S&P
500. Since there is no transparent data about what happens in the art market, art
indexes rely on publicly held sales at auction houses like Christie’s and Sotheby’s.
Within those sales, they can only measure the appreciation in value of artworks
that have sold before (the “repeat-sales” method).(8) The data is, therefore,
rigged to be positive from the point of view of art as investment: it contains only
works already pre-selected as sellable by an auction house; of these, it only
measures the works that have a proven track record, and which are already likely
to appeal to buyers concerned with investing.

And yet despite this Polyanna-ish bias, the majority of studies done using this
method, or any other, conclude that art investment consistently returns less than
what investors would have netted if they put the same money into other
investments. The winners are too few, and the competition for the best stuff too
great for art to offer a truly attractive ratio of risk to return.(9) “In short, buy
paintings if you like looking at them,” a team of economists advised recently,
summarizing the latest research on the subject. “You can hope that your children
will sell one or more of them later for a gain—but paintings are primarily
aesthetic investments, not financial ones.”(10)

As for the art funds, the only one in history with real data on its performance is
the British Rail Pension Fund, which began way back in the 1970s not so much as
a sign of art’s great strength, but as a Hail Mary pass in the face of the terrible
state of other investments during the disco decade. One account notes that had
the kinds of sophisticated financial instruments that exist today been available to
the Fund’s stewards, the experiment might likely have made no sense.(11) And
what about all those new art funds that we hear so much about? They had a
terrible year in 2013, many being extinguished in ignominy.(12)

The drawbacks of art as investment are so multifarious and obvious that it almost
seems churlish to recite them. Only the media’s monomaniacal focus on record-
breaking totals at the top of the auctions conceals this fact. Corporate equities pay
an annual dividend, whereas expensive art is a money pit: “holding costs”—
insurance, storage, restoration, and so on—run up to 5 percent of the net value
per year.(13) Stocks are relatively easy to transform back into money, whereas art
is difficult to sell in the best of times,(14) and auction houses charge huge fees to
do so. The jury is still out about whether segments of the art market are
“uncorrelated” to other markets in any meaningful way, making it a potential
hedge(15)—but the data shows that art is at least susceptible to being disastrously
distorted by bubbles in other parts of the economy. Going back to the 1980s
again, it is clear that the greater portion of the entire global art market danced to
the tune set by the run-away ascent of Japanese real estate prices, which
ultimately collapsed and dragged art down with it.(16)

The Goonies

For Gilligan, the notion that art has been “financialized” is explicitly an extension
of the theory that finance capital has broken through to some new and sinister
independence, and that this is the key characteristic of our economic present.(17)
However, after reviewing the stats on financial versus non-financial portions of
the economy, the Left Business Observer’s Doug Henwood’s verdict on
“financialization” is that it is overstated: “The conclusion to draw from that
blizzard of numbers is that finance gets most of its money from corporations and
workers engaged in the real world of production… The financial and the real are
intimately connected to each other.”(18) In a parallel way, speculation is probably
more of a secondary phenomenon than a primary explanation of the art market’s
current, bloated state. At the very least it needs to be understood in a broader
context.

The bankers themselves know this. A recent Barclays survey finds that the very
rich still collect what it charmingly calls “treasure” for old-fashioned reasons:
status and amusement. “Relatively few wealthy individuals own treasure solely
for its financial characteristics.”(19) It may be true that some hedge-fund kings
are building up “positions” in certain artists, seeking to apply the techniques of
their day jobs to their hobby(20)—but we have no data on how often their bets
pay off. For the vast majority of art-buyers in Basel, London, New York, or Miami
Beach, the art market remains much as it was—a way to think about themselves
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as cool and au courant.(21) It’s just that the whole spectacle of conspicuous
aesthetic consumption is so frivolous, you can’t blame them if sometimes they
also like to be told that they are not just splurging, but investing.

Record inequality means record art prices, because the small number of people
who can afford to spend massive sums on “useless” things simply have more
money to do so. When Christie’s Brett Gorvy, after another round of stories about
predatory speculators, emphasizes that the majority of bidders are “collectors
who are here for the long term,” he may well be telling the truth—but this doesn’t
make the obscene prices paid any less obscene.(22) This fact gets lost when we
focus solely on speculation. Of course, because the astronomically rich are
astronomically richer in 2014 than they were in 1984, when Hughes penned “On
Art and Money,” it is very likely that an increased number of fast-talkers are
looking to construct schemes that take advantage of their appetites and
insecurities. But these are schemes; the new breed of so-called “super-flippers”
buying up work by young artists and trying to pass them off for inflated prices
still depends on having a pool of “greater fools” to take them off their hands. They
are, in essence, betting that the art collecting class is stupid enough to believe
their hype (a good reason not to repeat this hype), and—more importantly—that
the disposable wealth of this class is going to continue to grow.

Because the opaque and chaotic art market allows all manner of cons to multiply,
contemporary commentators rightly call for government regulation of the field.
(23) But imagine for a moment a law that made all private sales information
public, so that there was a completely transparent record of the market. The
proponents of art as investment are well aware that a lack of transparent data is a
weakness, so wouldn’t this be good for them? No. Why? Because what such a
record would likely show is that the same thing is true of art today that has
always been true: art history’s losers vastly outnumber its winners, and the latter
are almost impossible to predict.

Ultimately, the contemporary art market flourishes not because it has been fully
subordinated to the ideal of art as investment, but because it operates at a slight
remove from it. It is familiar enough to be associated with the glamour of money,
but different enough to be pleasantly distracting and mysterious. Do the big
players tell themselves, and anyone else who will listen, about the fantastic
opportunities to win big? Sure. But for those who can afford to lose, the same is
true of blackjack, or horseracing, or any other kind of high-stakes gambling. And
critics should probably be at least as angry about how such people got such vast
amounts of money to throw around in the first place as they are about the stories
they tell themselves to justify it.
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